Results

Aag2 cells are known to be persistently infected with the flavivirus cell fusing agent virus (CFAV) [1]. We thus reasoned that some of our non-mosquito hits may be virus-derived, and performed a protein BLAST search against all viruses in GenBank. We confirmed the presence of CFAV proteins (Fig. S1A), and aligned our raw RNA-seq reads to the CFAV genome to confirm complete coverage at the RNA level (Fig. S1B). The prominent peak across the 3’ untranslated region (UTR) (Fig. S1B) corresponds to the subgenomic flavivirus RNA (sfRNA) that accumulates in infected cells [2]. The consensus sequence of our virus is virtually identical to the published sequence of the CFAV isolate infecting Aag2 cells (99% protein and nucleotide homology) [3].

We also detected peptides matching the insect-specific bunyavirus Phasi Charoen-like virus (PCLV) (Fig. S1A). Bunyaviruses are negative-sense RNA viruses encoding three genome segments [4], and we detected proteins encoded by the large (L) and medium (M) segments (Fig. S1A). We had almost complete RNA-seq coverage across these two segments (Fig. S1Cl and ii). The low coverage across the small (S) segment (Fig. S1Ciii) likely prohibited PIT transcript assembly, explaining why no S-derived peptides were detected (Fig. S1A). Bunyavirus RNA does not accumulate in equimolar ratios in infected cells [5, 6], and the RNA-seq data suggested that L is the most, and S the least, abundant PCLV RNA in Aag2 cells (Fig. S1C). It remained possible that these RNAs and peptides are not derived from a full-length replicating virus. Using a strand-specific PCR targeting the extreme ends of each segment, we detected negative-sense genomic viral RNA (vRNA) and positive-sense complementary RNA (cRNA) of the expected size for all segments (Fig. S1D). Since cRNA synthesis is essential for bunyavirus replication [4], these data confirm the presence of actively replicating, full-length PCLV. We sequenced these PCR amplicons to fill gaps in our RNA-seq coverage (Fig. S1C). The consensus Aag2 PCLV sequence shares 95-99% homology at the nucleotide level, and 97-99% at the amino acid level, with environmental isolates across all three genome segments [7, 8].

It is of note that we would not have identified PCLV in our sample had we restricted our analysis to proteomic hits identified by two or more peptides. Our molecular data nevertheless demonstrate that PCLV is a bona fide replicating virus infecting Aag2 cells, and show that PIT hits with just one peptide match can provide biologically relevant information. Our data confirm the utility of PIT in viral discovery, and identify PCLV as a previously unknown contaminant of the commonly used Aag2 cell line.

Discussion

PIT has been developed and used to identify transcripts and proteins from multiple genomes including cells/organisms with infectious agents [9, 10]. Here, we identified PCLV as an unrecognised contaminant of Aag2 cells. We detected all three full-length negative-sense genome and positive-sense antigenome segments, demonstrating active viral replication. We found PCLV in two Aag2 clones from separate labs, while ATC-10 (Ae. aegypti) cells, the Ae. albopictus cell lines ATC-15, C6/36, C7/10 and RML-12, and S2 (D. melanogaster) cells were all negative for PCLV (data not shown). At least 20% of wild Ae. aegypti females harbour PCLV [11], and since Aag2 cells were generated from a number of embryos [12, 13], it seems likely that PCLV has been present since the establishment of this cell line. Aag2 cells are perhaps the most commonly used Ae. aegypti cell line, and the presence of PCLV along with CFAV has implications for functional studies and in virus discovery, where Aag2 viruses could
contaminate environmental samples. Our findings emphasise the need for new mosquito cell lines that lack viral contaminants.

**Detailed Materials and Methods for Virus Discovery**

The 'non-insect' PIT data subset was searched against the GenBank database of viruses [taxid: 10239] using the online version of BLASTp (blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). Only results with a good score (>50) were included; viral proteins with homology to TEs and cellular proteins were excluded. RNA-seq reads that did not map to the *Ae. aegypti* genome were mapped against the published CFAV [GenBank: KJ741267.1] and PCLV [GenBank: KM001085.1, KM001086.1, KM001087.1] reference genomes using Bowtie2 (galaxy.org), visualised using the Integrative Genomics Viewer (broadinstitute.org), and edited stylistically for clarity in Adobe Illustrator. Viral consensus sequences were constructed by analysis of the BAM files with Quasirecomb [14] to generate a phred-weighted table of nucleotide frequencies which were parsed with a custom Perl script to generate consensus sequences. Gaps were manually filled using RT-PCR amplicon sequences (>3X coverage). Sanger sequencing was performed by Macrogen USA (Rockville, MD USA). Homology to viral reference sequences was determined using a BLAST search against the CFAV [GenBank: KJ741267.1, A1M49245.1] and PCLV [GenBank: KM001085.1, KR003786.1, KM001086.1, KR003784.1, KM001087.1, KR003785.1, AIF71030.1, AKP18602.1, AIF71031.1, AKP18600.1, AIF71032.1, AKP18601.1] nucleotide and protein reference sequences. The CFAV and PCLV sequences determined in this study have been deposited in GenBank with the accession numbers KU936054 and KU936055, KU936056 and KU936057 respectively.

PCLV genome segments were amplified using the Maxima H Minus First Strand cDNA synthesis kit and AccuPrime Taq High Fidelity PCR kit (both ThermoFisher Scientific), as per manufacturer’s instructions. PCR annealing temperatures and extension times were as follows; L, 58˚C, 7 min; M, 60˚C, 5 min; S, 60˚C, 1.5 min. Primers were as follows; L, prKM228F, ACACAAAGACGACGCATAAAATAAGC, prKM228R, ACCGACGCATGTTAATAAATGCTAAAC; M, prKM229F, ACACAAAGACAGCCCCTTAAGTAA, prKM229R, ACCAGCCCACCATTGGAAAA; S, prKM230F, TGAAAGATTTGGTTACATTGTATTTTATAACT, prKM230R, CACAAAGACGCCCCAAATTTTG.

ATC-10 cells were obtained from ATCC (Manassas, VA USA), ATC-15, C7/10 and RML-12 cells were kind gifts from Robert Tesh (University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, TX USA), *Ae. albopictus* C6/36 cells were a kind gift from Ana Fernandez-Sesma (Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, New York, NY USA) and *D. melanogaster* S2 cells were a kind gift from Raul Andino. Cells were maintained as for Aag2 cells (see main manuscript).
**Fig. S1.** Aag2 cells are persistently infected with two insect-specific viruses, CFAV and PCLV. (A) Detection of CFAV- and PCLV-derived proteins in the portion of the PIT proteome that does not map to insect genes (non-insect in Fig. 1C). (B and C) Distribution of RNA-seq reads across the CFAV genome (B) and PCLV large (L), medium (M) and small (S) genome segments (C). Approximate positions of viral genes and UTRs are shown for reference purposes. Viral sequences are shown in positive-sense; genome for CFAV, antigenome for PCLV. C, capsid; E, envelope; N, nucleocapsid; NS, non-structural protein; NSm/Gn/Gc, glycoprotein precursor; prM, pre-membrane; RdRp, RNA-dependent RNA polymerase. (D) PCR confirming the presence of all three full-length PCLV negative-sense viral genome (Vrna) and positive-sense complementary antigenome (Crna) segments in Aag2 cells.
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